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Estelita Rae

Bachelor of Visual Arts/Bachelor of Music

Leaf Pattern no. 6, 2013

watercolour on paper

14 x 19 cm

Photographer: Brenton McGeachie

My paintings centre around the exploration of growth patterns found in nature 
with specific references to flowers and leaves. I allude to patterns and symmetry 
in representation of a natural beauty found in these elements, as well as finding 
rhythms to express an understated harmony in the balance of nature.

The patterns in leaves and petals are delicate and fine, which unlike the 
sweeping mass of plant matter around us, allow us to take a closer to look at the 
finer intricacies of nature.

The palette I use is a derivative of collected source material and the general 
wash of colour I register around myself. It is also taken from details of leaves 
and flowers I have found, which I distorted to fulfil my own interpretation of 
the subject.

With this I hope to portray elements in nature such as flowers, leaves and 
water. I hope to capture the intricacies of these specimens and evoke a sense 
of remembering nature, whether it be the smell of flowers or the texture of the 
petals while holding the delicate membrane.
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Cecelia Heazlewood

Bachelor of Visual Arts

Echo, 2013

muslin, ink, wash

dimensions variable 

Photographer: David Paterson

This year I have been looking at the concept of human-implied presence. I 
sought to create a work that implies human form in a simplistic and subtle 
way so as to emanate a presence. This comes from previous studies on how an 
art form can replicate human presence and the way in which humans leave a 
presence in the world through marks or imprints.

I additionally aimed to create a sculpture piece that crosses boundaries between 
mediums and dimensions, particularly focusing on how I can apply drawing to a 
sculptural 3D medium. This work consists of a series of ink drawings on muslin 
fabric that are supported midair by wooden frames. I chose muslin cloth because 
of its dual ability as both a sculptural and print medium. Throughout the past 
semester I have explored the possibilities of using these characteristics of muslin 
fabric with my interest in the human form/figure.
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